
In the modern world it is possible to shop, work and communicate with people via the Internet and 
live without any face-to-face contact with others. Is this a positive or negative development?

Lidding leading a virtual life is very popular in the modern ages due to development of technology. 
These days, people tend to use a variety of applications in on the Internet for doing their tasks instead 
of communicating with eye-contact. Converting face-to-face contact to virtual connection have has 
both side negative and positive effects on people who use them.

To commence with, the merits of using the internet for shopping, working and communicating, time-
saving is the major positive benefit. Online shopping is a convenient way to choose a variety of goods 
which they want to buy meaning that people can easily compare the quality and features of 
merchandises with each other in the a short time by with the push of bottom a button, so they will 
buy the best one which have a reasonable price and quality. Moreover, such applications such as 
Skype, Dropbox have utilized by employees. Consequently, these new-fashionedcutting-edge facilities 
cause worker staying at home or their office and sharing their ideas, hold their meeting instead of 
wasting their time for commuting. In that case it impacts on both individual aspects of work and 
environmental issues like reducing traffic and air pollution.

In addition, communication via the Internet is useful for people especially ones those who are far 
from their families and their friends. To put is it simply, The the Internet has eliminated distance. It 
means, people can communicate with each other without any human face-to-face contact just by 
using social applications such as Viber, Face book, WhatsApp and Face time , To name but a few.

Despite these aforementioned advantages, the negative effects of this trend cannot be denied. The 
main concern is about psychology aspect that people face on it. Slender sedentary life style, become 
introspective person, the destruction of human value, all of them which are a few of the drawbacks of 
it .Furthermore, people need to sense of hug and connect eye-to-eye to transfer the correct form of 
their emotions. These part of these issue is not possible when they use the Internet. Similarly, it 
causes an increase in the gap of among relatives/it makes the relatives drift apart. For instance, in the 
past people spent their time with each other in on special occasions but now a days most of them just 
sent the message .

In conclusion, there are a lot of merits and demerits around this development. I completely believe 
that the benefits of it outweigh its negatives.




